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**Charlie Joe Jackson’s Guide to Not Reading Word Search Solution**

```
AVOID (17, 5, N)
BOOKS (19, 5, NW)
CRUSH (2, 5, S)
FICTION (20, 8, W)
GUIDE (10, 1, SW)
PSYCHOLOGY (14, 1, SW)
RELUCTANT (6, 20, E)
TRAUMATIC (5, 20, NE)

BEATLES (1, 10, N)
CHAPTERS (11, 8, SE)
DESPERATION (3, 1, S)
GIRLFRIEND (14, 14, NW)
LACROSSE (4, 4, S)
READING (6, 20, E)
SCHEME (13, 8, SE)

BLACKMAIL (8, 15, N)
CLIQUES (18, 14, NW)
EXPERIMENT (18, 7, W)
GROUNDED (11, 13, SW)
POPULAR (3, 14, NE)
RELATIONSHIP (8, 6, SE)
SWEAT (12, 17, W)
```